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Part 1: Expenditures
Have Grown, Threatening
the Financial Sustainability
of Local Governments
A number of recent inquiries have cast doubt on the financial sustainability
of the local government sector. For instance, the PwC National Financial
Sustainability Study of Local Government concluded that ‘approximately
10% to 30% of Australia’s councils have sustainability issues’* and that these
councils were principally located in rural and regional areas.1

In a similar vein, the New South Wales Independent Local Government Review Panel
concluded that ‘the financial sustainability of many councils – and their capacity to deliver
the services communities need – has declined, and a significant number are near crisis
point’.2 Moreover, the recent unprecedented liquidity crisis faced by Central Darling Shire
in far-western NSW represents the first example of local government failure in Australia.3
It thus seems prudent to conduct a close examination of the revenue and expenditure
structures of Australian local government with a view to identify the underlying cause of
the looming financial sustainability crisis.
It has been argued that the expanding remit of Australian local government is the
principal factor behind declining financial sustainability.4 In the last two decades there
has been a fourfold increase in spending by local government in nominal terms (7.3% p.a.
compound growth rate) from total outlays of A$8.2 billion in 1994-95 to A$33.6 billion in
2014-15.5 This is despite the fact that in some jurisdictions (such as NSW and Queensland),
significant public service responsibilities (such as water and sewerage) have been
stripped out from local government and are now provided by regional water corporations.
Moreover, there has been a significant shift in the proportion of local government outlays
expended in the various functional categories employed by the ABS – the most notable
changes have been in the expenditure categories of Housing and Community Amenities
(18.5% in 1994-95 to 24% in 2014-15) and Economic Affairs (from just 0.2% in 1994-95 to
3.6% in 2014-15).6 What this demonstrates is that both the scale and functional scope of
local government spending has been the subject of a remarkable amount of change in the
last two decades.

* It should be noted that – somewhat alarmingly – despite the conclusions posited in the two cited reports a robust empirical analysis of the financial
sustainability of all Australian local governments does not currently exist. The PwC (2006) report was based on just a sample of 100 councils employing
as little as five financial ratios (and also attempting to extrapolate from state based inquiries conducted in just four states).
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Local Government Taxation
is Often Employed Inappropriately
It has been deemed that local government
taxation is the appropriate source of revenue for
the provision of local government public goods
and services.12 Due to the non-excludability
characteristic of pure public goods, it is simply
not possible to sustainably fund what are
generally considered to be essential goods and
services through any other means.
It is also deemed appropriate to fund the
subsidy component of merit goods and services
that have public benefit through the common
tax pool.*
However, local government taxation is often
employed inappropriately. One common error
is to wholly or partially fund private goods
from the common tax pool. When this occurs
‘substantial benefits are provided to a few while
imposing small costs on many’.13 Indeed, this has
been regarded as the main reason for expanding
government budgets, resulting in economic
distortions and all manner of social ills.14
The problem is perpetuated by both the political
rewards attendant upon acquiescence to rentseeking lobbies and the rational ignorance of
individual citizens (because the disaggregated
cost is indeed small it simply does not pay for
individuals to protest against the practice).15 The
main problem with this practice – apart from the
obvious inequity – is that individuals or small
groups obtaining benefits at the expense of the
wider community will fail to receive an adequate
price signal and thus demand an inefficient level
and quality of the good.
The other error, almost universally made in
relation to the use of the local government tax
pool, also relates to the absence of an adequate
price signal for merit goods and services. As
noted earlier, it is entirely appropriate to use
taxation to provide the subsidy component of
merit and positive externality goods – failure to
subsidise the goods in this manner will result
in a lower than optimal level of consumption.
Moreover, the provision of a subsidy is a key
justification for decentralised government
embodied in local government. The problem

is that the level of subsidy is rarely, if ever,
communicated to the donors (the wider body of
local government taxpayers) or the recipients.
Failure to communicate the level of subsidy
to donors can manifest in unhelpful calls
for the implementation of local government
tax limitations. On the other hand, failure to
communicate the level of subsidy to recipients
fails, once again, to send an adequate price
signal to consumers of merit and positive
externality goods. In the absence of a price
signal, consumers will tend to demand an
inefficiently high quantity and quality of the
subsidised local government good. In addition,
failure to signal the level of subsidy fails to set up
the conditions of moral empathy which underpin
the enhanced effectiveness of decentralised
governments.16
Irrespective of how local government taxation is
employed, it is critical for economic efficiency,
equity and financial sustainability that it is raised
in an appropriate manner. The scholarly literature
is almost unanimous in its endorsement of the
use of property based taxation for subnational
government.17 The principal reasons for this
preference are the immobility of the tax base,
the transparency of the tax impost, relative
stability, ease of administration and allocative
efficiency. Immobility is an especially important
trait for a subnational tax because of the
relative ease of migration between subnational
governments which might otherwise result in
destructive tax competition. Put simply, one
cannot export a land tax base to an international
tax haven nor can one readily move a land
tax base to a more favourable national tax
jurisdiction. The transparency and visibility of
a land based tax ‘is a desirable feature from a
decision-making perspective’18 giving rise to a
clear link between taxation on the one hand, and
expenditure on public goods and subsidies on
the other. Land tax is also a relatively stable base
– unlike income tax or mineral royalties - and
the tax impost is largely resistant to economic
shocks. Moreover, land tax is recognised to be
generally allocative efficient - it does not distort
spending decisions – although this is dependent
on the taxation method employed.19

* Goods with positive externalities should be subsidised at a level required to elicit optimal consumption.
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RECOMMENDATION 3
Higher tiers of government should be
discouraged from crowding-out the local
government tax base. Ideally, retreat by state
governments is desirable, but may not be
practical. Moreover, serious consideration
should be given to returning Capital Gains Tax
(CGT) relating to subdivision of land to local
governments (which bear the costs of providing
infrastructure related to the subdivision). If it is
not possible for the Australian Taxation Office
to identify and transfer these amounts to local
government then the same effect could be
achieved by local governments levying a taxdeductible fee on subdivisions equivalent to
CGT liabilities.
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Exemptions and Concessions
Lead to Inequitable Burdens
on Taxpayers
Two other important points should be considered
in relation to efficiency and effectiveness of local
government taxation in Australia: (i) the existence
of a wide range of concessions and exemptions
and (ii) the increasing use of tax limitations
(commonly referred to as rate capping).
Exemptions and concessions are not desirable in
view of the fact that they reduce equity – every
concession or exemption clearly imposes a
higher burden on the remaining taxpayers – and
erode the link between revenue and expenditure.
Exemptions include benevolent foundations,
places of worship, schools, properties occupied
by other tiers of government, sporting grounds
and selected agricultural enterprises. The most
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Council Rates Should Be
Applied with More Transparency
A notable aspect of local government taxation
is the use of various differential rate categories.
Generally different rate categories exist for
residential, commercial, agricultural and mining
enterprises, although many councils use multiple
sub categories for levying rates. Two serious
problems exist in relation to this practice. First,
it is almost impossible to find data on local
government taxation expressed in cents in the
dollar of land value terms, which is the most
common way of calculating rates. This is entirely
unsatisfactory as the lack of transparency
aides rent-seeking activities of special interest
groups. Secondly, certain categories of rates – in
particular taxation for agricultural enterprises –
typically attract substantial concessions, whilst
other business categories such as commercial
enterprises typically pay a premium rate of local
government taxation.*
It is important that a justification is provided
for this practice which responds to the nature
of local government rates: that is, rates are a
form of taxation, not a fee for service, as is often
misconceived. Nor is income re-distribution a
legitimate function of sub-national government.23
It is thus difficult to see how different rates of local
government taxation can be justified – particularly
for different business enterprises.

RECOMMENDATION 5
Every council should be required to make
public the calculation method of each of the
differential rate categories (in an accessible
form), in order to increase transparency and
thus reduce opportunity for rent-seeking.
Comparative differential rate category data
(expressed in cents in the dollar terms) should
be clearly stated on all local government rate
notices.
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Rate Capping is Destroying Local
Government Efficiency
and Effectiveness
Rate capping also erodes the link between
revenue and expenditure and distorts the overall
efficiency and effectiveness of local government
taxation. Proponents of rate capping assert that
it: (i) prevents the misuse of monopoly powers
of local governments, (ii) prevents the provision
of non-core services and infrastructure and (iii)
improves local government efficiency.
Conversely, opponents of rate capping commonly
argue that it: (i) increases debt, (ii) increases
infrastructure backlogs, (iii) elicits blame shifting
and learned helplessness and (iv) introduces interjurisdictional inequity (different levels of revenue
effort** across jurisdictions). It is commonly held
that the reduction in taxation revenue is the
biggest problem associated with rate capping.
However, we believe that the erosion of the link
between revenue and expenditure leading to
fiscal illusion and resulting unsustainable levels of
demand is a much larger problem.24
Somewhat surprisingly, the empirically
contestable claims regarding the advantages
and disadvantages of rate capping remained
unexamined in the Australian scholarly literature
until early this year. Those various claims were
tested in a 2016 comparative study between
NSW (which at the time of the study was the
only jurisdiction in Australia operating a pervasive
rate cap regime) and Victoria (just prior to the
recent introduction in rate capping).25 They found
empirical evidence to suggest that the councils
operating under a rate cap regime did indeed
have higher levels of inter-jurisdictional revenue
effort inequity (but significantly lower rates of
revenue effort – see, table 2.4), higher liabilities
per assessment, lower rates of infrastructure
renewal and lower levels of efficiency.
This study provides empirical evidence against
the desirability of tax limitations which is
consistent with overseas experiences. Moreover,
the authors demonstrate that there are more
efficacious methods of achieving the objectives
of rate capping proponents according to personal

* It is conceded that rates on business and farm properties represent a deduction on income taxation and thus could be used as an argument for relatively higher rates for these categories of
property. However, this exporting of local government taxation (as it is referred to in the literature), also applies to landlords of residential property – thus, on this basis alone there is an argument
for higher rates for residential rental properties. However, the export of taxation liabilities is not a desirable element of a federation and we certainly don’t promote the practice. Moreover, the tax
deductibility argument fails to explain why farm business should be subject to lower rates than other businesses – given that they are often subject to the same federal taxation rules.
** Residential revenue effort is the total fees and local government taxes expressed as a proportion of incomes accruing to individuals residing in the local government area.
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Local Government Fees and
Charges Should Be Re-Assessed
We have already noted that where local
government provides private goods and services,
it is imperative that benefit pricing is observed.
Failure to price private goods appropriately
not only erodes the link between revenue and
expenditure but also induces an inefficient
quantity and quality of production as well as
creating inequity for the wider cohort of local
government taxpayers. Furthermore, we have
noted that merit goods and goods with positive
externalities should only have the subsidy
component funded from the common tax pool,
with the remainder funded by fees and charges
imposed on the beneficiaries.
Many scholars and stakeholders have asserted
that government does not have a legitimate
role in providing private goods.28 However, this
is really just a normative judgement based on
political philosophy which cannot be adequately
addressed in a paper of this length. However,
where market failure is evident, there is a clear
and unequivocal role for local government, hence
the need for a brief review of pricing concepts.*

MPROVING THE FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Local Government Goods
and Services Must Be Priced
Accordingly
In essence, there are two approaches to the
problem of setting appropriate fees and charges:
a supply-side methodology and a demand-side
approach. A supply side approach seeks to price
goods and services at a long run marginal cost
(which is the cost of producing an additional
unit with all factors of production accounted
for).29 An approach of this type promotes
financial sustainability and equity. However, the
calculation of the long run marginal cost is far
from a simple matter. For instance, the ‘lumpy’
nature of facilitating additional capacity, seasonal
consumption patterns and cost differentials
based on geographic proximity can conspire to
confound estimates.30 Moreover, it has long been
noted that local government accounting systems
are simply not up to the task.31 Furthermore,
where private goods are supplied in response to
market failure, prices calculated through a supplyside approach would likely be beyond the reach
of citizen-consumers, thus entirely defeating the
purpose of the intervention.

* We note that this is a matter which relates principally to rural councils. However, there are many examples of the market failure rhetoric being applied where there are, in fact, market
participants active in the local government area. We also need to remain cognisant of the desirability of ensuring ‘existential space’ for business and not-for-profit associations (Sirico, 1997).
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price signal. By forcing developers to internalise
some of the costs associated with developments,
allocative efficiency is enhanced – that is,
developers will be motivated to produce a more
appropriate quantity of development in the areas
of greatest social value. This should encourage
‘in-fill’ developments, discourage urban sprawl
and make better use of existing infrastructure
capacity.32 Moreover, it has been argued that
it is equitable to shift the costs of supporting
infrastructure onto those who directly benefit
from the public investment.33
However, developer charges are far from
problem free and this has given rise to a good
deal of litigation. Matters of dispute usually
revolve around establishing a sufficient link
between the development and the supporting
infrastructure, estimating the benefit region of
public infrastructure and calculating the long-run
marginal cost for associated public infrastructure.
The costs involved in calculating and defending
developer levies are so great that many councils
fall back on voluntary agreements and some
councils eschew developer levies entirely.
It is a somewhat surprising fact that in some
jurisdictions regulators have imposed a ceiling
on developer levies but not a floor. The recent
implementation of fixed minimum levies in
Victoria can be broadly considered a positive
development in this field in terms of promoting
financial sustainability and going some way
towards establishing a link between revenue
and service demand (provided that they are
not misinterpreted as regulated fees – councils
must still be able to capture the full cost of
additional infrastructure).

RECOMMENDATION 11
A floor on developer levies should be legislated
to prevent councils from eschewing developer
levies entirely, or imposing an inadequate levy
out of fear of litigation. However, it is important
that legislation clearly provides councils with the
opportunity to pursue higher fees and charges
when justified. In addition, caps on developer
charges should be removed on the basis that they
erode the link between revenue and expenditure
and financial sustainability.
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Intergovernmental Grants
Are an Integral Part of
the Federation
Intergovernmental grant transfers are a necessary
counterpart to federations. Of late there has
been lot of commentary which suggests that
own source revenue is inherently virtuous and
intergovernmental transfers are somehow
undesirable. This interpretation is simply incorrect
and ignores the underlying disparities which
exist in every federation and the desirability of
correcting them.
Intergovernmental grants seek to redress
inequities which exist along two dimensions:
vertical fiscal imbalance and horizontal fiscal
imbalance. Vertical fiscal imbalance (VFI) arises
from the fact that subnational taxes must be
levied on a relatively immobile base in order
to avoid inefficient migration of capital and
labour as well as destructive sub-national
taxation competition. Moreover, as noted and
demonstrated in the tax assignment literature,
progressive taxation – particularly income
taxation – can only be effectively levied by
the federal tier. As a result, higher tiers of
government generally levy taxes well in excess
of their immediate responsibilities – for instance,
the federal government levies 80.1% of taxation
nationally whilst local government levies just
3.5%. Vertical fiscal imbalance will always exist
because of the fundamental nature of federations.
The only relevant question is how much of the
taxation revenue collected by the federal tier
should be reallocated and on what basis should
the allocations occur.
This brings us naturally to the second characteristic
of federations which requires mitigation through
grant transfers: horizontal fiscal imbalance (HFI),
or a situation in which local governments find
themselves in dissimilar financial situations but
with similar financial commitments. Because a
federation is comprised of decentralised units with
different wealth, levels of industrialisation, natural
endowments, climate and topography, horizontal
fiscal imbalance is almost certain to occur. The
essential point is that different local governments
will have different revenue raising capabilities and
different expenditure needs. A system of inelastic
grants allocated according to robust empirical
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Under the Fraser Government’s Local
Government (Personal Income Tax Sharing) Act
1976, grants were linked to a growing source of
federal tax receipts according to a share which
was initially set at 1.52% and rising to 2.00% in
1985. In a similar vein, it was originally proposed
that local government would be allocated a
fixed proportion of GST revenues, however, this
plan was abandoned after negotiations with the
senate substantially reduced the scope of the
consumption tax.42
We do not believe that a call for an increase
in financial assistance grants is a practical
proposition at present given the pressures on
the federal budget. However, linking these grants
to a source of federal revenue, such as a fixed
percentage of the combined quantum of income
and corporate taxation, may be a politically
acceptable proposition with clear long term
benefits. If the legislation was modified to reflect
this and the other recommendations then the
result would be a system of intergovernmental
grants which are more predictable, equitable,
transparent and consistent.
Councils do receive other specific purpose grants
– particularly in the form of matching grants.
We do not review this practice because it can
be a unreliable source of revenue, which is not
specifically tied to structural characteristics of the
federation. However, we will note that matching
grants can act to disadvantage councils with limited
resources: particularly, councils with relatively little
opportunity to raise own-source revenue (such as
rural councils) exacerbated by taxation limitations
and regulated fees and charges.

RECOMMENDATION 14
Financial assistance grants should be linked to
a predictable and growing source of revenue to
ensure financially sustainable local government.
The most likely path to achieving this aim is for
the grants to be linked to a share of personal and
corporate income tax revenues for which the
allowed amount is no more than the existing grant
allocation. However, if reform of the GST was to
be seriously contemplated by federal, state and
territory governments, then a case could be made
for local government to be allocated a share of
this consumption tax.

MPROVING THE FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

RECOMMENDATION 15
Authorities issuing matching grants should
be conscious of the constraints imposed on
councils which have limited revenue raising
capacity. Particularly councils operating in an
environment dictated by taxation limitations and
regulated fees.

Financial Assistance Grants
Are Currently Not Achieving
Their Mandate
The major source of grant transfers to address
imbalance are the financial assistance grants
provided by the federal government according
to the Local Government (Financial Assistance)
Act 1995. The Act states that grants should be
allocated according to the principle of horizontal
fiscal equalisation (HFE), which it defines thus:
(a) Each local governing body in a state is able to
function, by reasonable effort, at a standard
not lower than the average standard of other
local governing bodies in the state; and
(b) Takes account of differences in the expenditure
required to be incurred by local governing
bodies in the performance of their functions
and in their capacity to raise revenue.’43
However, for some time it has been evident to
scholars that financial assistance grants are
not achieving their legislated purpose. The
first reason for this failure is the stipulation in
section 6(2)(b) of the Act of a minimum allowed
amount of ‘no less than the amount that would
be allocated to the body if 30 per cent of the
amount to which the State is entitled under that
section in respect to the year were allocated
among local government bodies in the state on
a per capita basis’. This section of the Act clearly
subverts the HFE objectives and is compounded
by the fact that initial allocations to the states
are also made on a per capita basis.
The second reason why the grants fail to achieve
HFE is that they are allocated by state local
government grants commissions rather than by
a single national office. This practice occurs as
a result of the commonly held belief that direct
funding of local government would be ‘vulnerable
to constitutional challenge if anyone had the
standing and motivation to take such an action’.44*

* It is by no means certain that this is indeed the case and we note that the Commonwealth has been allocating Road to Recovery grants directly to local government for the last 16 years and
an individual of sufficient motivation and standing has not yet materialised.
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Part 3: Obstacles to change
We conducted semi-structured interviews with a range of stakeholders, including
representatives of the state governments, scholars, local government peak bodies,
special interest lobby groups, unions representing local government employees,
and individual councils. Some of the comments arising from the interviews have
been summarised below, along with our response.

Rate-capping is Widely Derided,
But Here to Stay Unless Reforms
Are Undertaken
There was a general condemnation of ratecapping from councils, peak bodies and
lobby groups. As we have noted the scholarly
community also condemns the practice.
Moreover, it is not the reduced revenue which
is the biggest problem associated with the
practice, but rather the fiscal illusion which it
generates amongst ratepayers.49
However, one interviewee expressed wonder
as to why a state government would instigate
rate capping when it shifts the blame for rate
rises to the state government. It is important
to understand what purportedly motivates
populist calls for rate-capping: the calls come
about because efforts to match own-source
revenue to the rapid increase in budget
outlays (of over 7.3% per year each and every
year over the last two decades) can put a
strain on personal budgets. It seems to be a
common perception that local governments’
stress is, in the main, a revenue problem. No
matter how important we think the functional
expansion is, this sort of growth in outlays
cannot continue indefinitely. Eventually, efforts
to fund the budgetary expansion exert a
heavy burden on ratepayers (of this or future
generations) while providing fertile ground for
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a politician of a higher tier of government to
campaign on a platform of rate-capping. Thus
it is likely that other jurisdictions will follow in
the footsteps of NSW and Victoria.

Cost-Shifting is a
Perennial Political Tool
That Can Be Eradicated
Through COAG
Cost-shifting is a perennial issue of concern
for council representatives – and often
the seat of blame for local government
financial distress. Current efforts to expose
the degree of cost-shifting have failed
to mitigate the problem. We believe that
the only resolution to this problem is a
political agreement at the COAG level
along the lines that the tier of government
instigating a mandate is responsible for
funding the mandate. In truth, cost-shifting
affects all levels of government and occurs
in both directions. Moreover, there is the
potential to descend into destructive
patterns of cost-shifting (including tax
exporting) if an agreement is not reached.
Undoubtedly, cost-shifting is a pressure
on local government. However, the main
problem associated with a failure to resolve
the matter is that it will continue to be a
convenient topic for political blame games
by all tiers of government.50
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Reforms to
Intergovernmental Grants
Must Be Communicated Effectively
Two main themes arose from the various interviews
in response to our material on intergovernmental
grant transfers:
1.

Grants should be targeted more effectively on
the basis of need

2. Concern that the proposed allocation of HFE
grants direct to householders would result in
lower revenue for councils and less certainty
when planning budgets.
Quite a few participants expressed their concern
that the HFE grants were not being targeted
towards communities of the greatest need. There
seems to be general consensus that the legislation
needs to be changed and that a robust and
empirically defensible allocation methodology
should be adopted. There was no specific response
to the idea of having grants allocated directly by
the Commonwealth Grant Commission; however, it
seems quite clear that if we are to have a uniform
approach across the nation then this transfer of
allocation power must be executed. Moreover,
there was some reason to believe that stakeholders
might be confused about the purpose of HFE
grants (which are a redistribution of wealth
attendant upon progressive taxation which can
only be executed by the highest tier of government
in a federation).
Some interviewees expressed concern that
our proposal to provide HFE grants direct to
householders would reduce the revenue of councils
and increase the uncertainty in council budgeting.
In fact, changing the method of paying HFE
grants would have no immediate effect on council
revenue nor would it make ratepayers any worse
off. Moreover, it would reduce uncertainty in the
budgetary process and discourage the federal
government from manipulating the system. See
Box 3.1 for a simple explanation of the proposal.
We understand that this is a radical departure
from current practice and that change can be
disconcerting. However, it is also clear that current
practice is failing on a number of fronts, thus
suggesting the need for fresh thinking on the matter.
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PROPOSAL
TO PROVIDE
HFE GRANTS
DIRECTLY TO
THE COUNCIL
RATE PAYER
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Part 4: Directions
for Future Research
We believe that there are a number of clear research priorities
that have emerged from the undertaking of this report.

First, it is somewhat surprising – and alarming – that a comprehensive robust analysis of
the financial sustainability of Australian Local Government has yet to be undertaken. We
cannot know the scale of the assumed financial sustainability issues without undertaking
a study which goes well beyond the current work comprised of a few financial ratios with
arbitrary benchmarks. Instead, we must measure all of the dimensions of sustainability
– debt, liquidity, risk, efficiency, resilience and budgetary accuracy – to gain a credible
picture of the state of local government. This task should be made a priority given the
national importance of the local government sector.
Second, we have outlined the need for debt capacity modelling along with research
to address the questions of moral hazard associated with debt. This need was also
recognised by the various parties who participated in our interviews. It may be politically
expedient to shift the infrastructure backlog onto the next generation of ratepayers, but
this may not be either morally licit nor in the nation’s long-term interests.
Third, several authors have demonstrated that our current system of intergovernmental
grant transfers are not allocated according to a consistent and empirically defensible
methodology. We therefore strongly recommend legislative changes and adoption of a
sound empirical strategy for allocation.
There is also a clear need to put in place more formal and rigorous education for
elected representatives and council staff. In addition, the democratic nature of local
government requires education at the community level. Re-establishing the link between
expenditures and revenues is a start in the education process. However, there is also
good reason to believe that education via effective community engagement would pay
handsome dividends for the sector. Our own experience in running deliberative panels
which directly involve a representative group of citizens in the allocation of expenditure
demonstrates that citizens are willing to work with local government to attain more
sustainable futures if they are made aware of the issues and trade-offs. This suggests
that it is time for local government and local government regulators to start reaching
out to the community – not just when electoral cycles or political expediency dictates
consultation, but rather on a regular basis and in a manner which treats ratepayers as
capable of making fully informed decisions.
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